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[571 ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is a circular computer and system for deter- 
mining the sun angle relative to the horizon from any 
given place and at any time. Thc computer includes 
transparent, rotatably mounted discs on both sides of 
the circular disc member. Printed on one side of the 
circular disc member are outer and inner circular sets 
of indicia respectively representative of site longitude 
and Greenwich Mean Time. Printed on an associated 
one of the rotatable discs is a set of indicia representa- 
tive of Solar Time. Printed on the other side of the cir- 
cular disc member are parallel lines representative of 
latitude between diametral representations of North 
and South poles. Elliptical lines extending between the 
North and South poles are proportionally disposed on 
the surface to scale Solar Time in hours. Printed on 
the other associated one ot the rotatable discs are par- 
allel lines representative of sun angle and a perpendic- 
ularly arranged sun elevation line. Also printed on the 
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latitude values are coordinated and the sun angle value 
can be read from the transparent disc. ' SUN ANGLE CALCULATOR 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 

formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law represented; 
85-568 (72 Statute 435; 42 U.S.C. 2456). 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to a calculator or computer 

and a system for determining the angle of the sun above 
the horizon for any given place and time on earth. 
More particularly, this invention relates to a hand oper- 15 
ated, slide rule type of computer which can be used for 
quickly and easily determining sun angles relative to 
the horizon or time of sunset or sunrise. 

FIG. 1 illustrates in plan view one side of a circular 
disc and an associated transparent disc on which the 
latitude, sun elevation, solar time and date indicia are 

FIG. 2 illustrates in plan view the other side of the 
10 circular disc and an associated transparent disc on 

which solar time, Greenwich Mean Time and longitude 
are represented; 

FIG. 3 is a view in cross-section taken along line 3 
of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 4 is an inlayed view of the date scale illustrated 
on the disc of FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

20 Referring now to FIGS. 1 - 3, a thin and rigid plate BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
In earth-related space or aircraft flight operations, it member o;disc member 10 is shaped as a circular-disc 

is frequently necessary and desirable to determine the and is about 10 inches in diameter. Thin, transparent, 
sun angle relative to the horizon at any given place and circularly shaped discs or plate members 11 and 12 are 
time on earth. For example, this is a necessary determi- centrally located on both sides of the disc 10 and a 
nation in planning for aerial photography. Heretofore, 25 pivot pin 13 is placed at the center. A disc or plate 
the sun angle could be calculated manually using celes- member 11, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 3 is sized substan- 
tial navigational methods and solar ephemeris data or tially coextensive to the size or area of the base disc 
by using a computer program. These methods are dis- member 10. The plate member 12 has a lesser diameter 
advantageous in the amount of reference data, time than that of the disc member 10. 
and equipment required to perform a sun angle calcula- 30 Referring now to FIG. 1, in particular, the disc mem- 
tion. ber 10 has a set of indicia thereon which includes a 

printed circular line 14 which has a diameter about two 
inches less than the diameter of the disc member 10. 

The present invention looks and operates similar to a Between the circular line 14 and the outer edge of the 
circular slide rule. Printed on one side of a circular disc 35 disc member 10 is an annular margin area 15 which 
member are outer and inner circular sets of indicia extends about the periphery of the disc member 10. A 
respectively representative of site longitude and Green- vertical diameter line 16 for the circular line 14 is des- 
wich Mean Time. The scales are interrelated so that the ignated at its upper end with a letter "N" representing 
Greenwich Time at 0O:OO and 24:OO is aligned with a a North pole and is designated at its lower end with a 
180" longitude representation and the time at 12:OO is 4 0  letter "S" representing a South pole. Parallel lines 17 
aligned with a 0" longitude representation. Printed on are disposed perpendicular to the line 16, sometimes 
an associated transparent disc which is rotatably hereafter referred to as the North-South line. The par- 
mounted on the circular disc member is a circular set of allel lines 17 are spaced from one another to define 
indicia representative of Solar Time in hours. An indi- vertical sections which represent equidistant latitude 
cator arrow extends radially from the pivot point 45 lines on a sphere. A horizontal diameter line 18 is per- 
through the 12:OO noon representation. pendicular to the North-South line 16 and represents 

On the other side of the circular disc member are the equator. Parallel latitude lines are inscribed in a 
parallel lines representative of latitude between diame- series of heavier printed lines 19 for each IO" of arc 
tral representations of North and South poles. Elliptical along a sphere from the equator line to the North and 
lines extending between the representative North and 50 South poles. Between each of the lines 19 are lighter 
South poles are proportionally disposed on the surface printed lines 20 which subdivide the IO" arc into 
to scale Solar Time in hours. Printed on an associated, smaller degree divisions of arc. As an illustration, line 
rotatably mounted trahsparent disc are parallel lines 21 represents 60" of latitude from the equator line 18. 
representative of sun angle and a sun elevation line Extending between the North "N" and South "S" 
which is perpendicular and bisecting the parallel lines. 55 poles are elliptical lines 23. The horizontal equator line 
Also printed on said other side of the disc member is a 18 is designated at its right terminal end as "12N" 
set of indicia, arcuately arranged and proportional to representing noon Solar Time while at the left terminal 
scale the date of year relative to the Solar declination. end of the line 18 is a designation "12M" representing 

To determine the sun elevation or angle relation to midnight. The elliptical lines 23 are spaced from one 
the horizon, the arrow at 12:OO noon on the transparent 60 another in relation to solar time scales relative to lati- 
disc is aligned with the Greenwich Mean Time value by tude. The North-South line 16 in the set of lines 23 
rotating the transparent disc relative to the circular represents 6P.M. and 6A.M. The five lines 23 between 
disc. Upon alignment of the solar and Greenwich Time the North-South line 16 and the ends of the equator 
values on the scales, from the longitude value, a corre- line 18 represent A.M. and P.M. hours. The digits lo- 
sponding Solar Time value is determined. 65 cated above the line 18 designate A.M. hours while the 

On the other side of the circular disc, the sun eleva- digits located below the line 18 designate P.M. hours. 
tion line on the transparent disc is set on the date of the In the annular margin area 15 between the circular 
year indicia. The corresponding Solar Time value and line 14 and the edge of the disc 10 is a date scale indicia 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
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25. The date scale indicia 25 is inscribed within arcuate relative to the calendar day and latitude. This is accom- 
segment defined by inner and outer arc lines 26 and 27. plished by setting the radial sun elevation line 40 on the 
The date scale indicia 25 consists of radial line mark- disc 11 on the date in the indicia set 25. From this 
ings for the days of the year in convenient incruments. position of the discs 10 and 11, the adjusted Solar Time 
The detail of the indicia 25 is illustrated in FIG. 4 and 5 value is located on line 18 and translated to a location 
an index mark 28 is used to reference the location of representing the instant latitude of the observer. At the 
the indicia relative to FIG. 1 and FIG. 4. The scale point of the instant latitude, the value represented by 
indicia 25 extends between the highest angle of solar the parallel lines 43 is the sun elevation angle value. 
declination of the year which occurs on June 21, and While particular embodiments of the present inven- 
the lowest angle of solar declination of the year, which 10 tion have been shown and described, it is apparent that 
occurs on December 22. The index mark 28 is at the changes and modifications may be made without de- 
median date Of March 20 and is located in radial align- parting from this invention in its broader aspects; and 
ment with the horizontal equator line 18. The date lines therefore, the aim in the appended claims is to cover all 
29 are inscribed along radii relative to the pivot 13 and such changes and modifications as fall within the true 
identified by month and day designations. 

The superimposed transparent disc 11 is coupled to 
the disc member 10 by the pivot pin 13. On the trans- 
parent disc 11 is a printed circle 41 which is the same 
diameter as circular line 14 on the base disc member 
10. A diametral line 42 extends through the pivot 13. 20 
Parallel lines 43 having spacings similar to the lines 19 
on the disc 10 provide division of the semi-circular area 
into degrees between 0" and 90" similar to the latitude 
lines. The lines 43 represent sun angle values. A per- 
pendicular line 40 is on the disc 11 in the margin be- 25 
tween the circle 41 and the outer perimeter of the disc 
11 and extends radially of the center pivot 13. The 
perpendicular line 40 if extended to the pivot 13 would 
bisect the lines 43. 

side of the disc 10 is a first set 30 of indicia which is 
circularly arranged about the pivot 13 and indicates 
Greenwich Mean Time. The time marker indicia radi- 
ally inscribed lines. A 0O:OO time value is located at a 
6:oo o,clock Dosition and clockwise eOeS to 24:00 35 

l 5  spirit and scope of this invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for determining the angle of sun eleva- 

tion for a particular geographical location at a given 
time and date, said apparatus comprising: 

a circularly shaped base member having a central 
axis, said base member having on one side thereof 
a first set of indicia in the form of parallel lines 
arranged within a circular area for representation 
of latitudes between locations in said circular area 
representative of North and South poles of the 
earth, a second set of indicia on said base member 
which are in the form of elliptical curve lines ex- 
tending as meridians between said North and South 
pole locations and arranged for representation of 
Solar Time values; 

superposed on said base member 
and mounted for rotation about said central axis, 
said transparent plate having a third set of indicia 
in the form of parallel lines on one-half of said plate 

Referring now to FIG. 2, on the surface of the other 30 

a transparent 

hours. A secon'd set 31 of indicia is circGarly arranged 
about the pivot 13 at a location radially outward from 
the indicia set 30 so as to leave an annular margin or 
space 32 therebetween. The indicia set 31 is represen- 
tative of longitude between 0" and 180" . The 0" posi- 
tion is at 12:OO o'clock position and in clockwise direc- 
tion, longitudes west are designated between 0" and 
180" and, in a counter-clockwise direction, longitudes 
east are designated between 0" and 180". The superim- 
posed transparent disc 12 has a set 35 of indicia which 
depict 24 solar hours in a circularly arranged location 
to overlie the annular space 32 on the disc 10. The time 
marker indicia are radially inscribed lines, radial to the 
center of the discs. An arrow 36 is printed on the disc 
12 to extend radially from the pivot 13 in a line with the 
12:OO noon designation and with the arrow tip arranged 
to overlie the indicia set 30. 

For increased accuracy, a minute correction chart 
(Solar Time equation) 37 as illustrated in FIG. 2, is 
printed on the disc 10 indicating the time corrections 
which can be applied for each month. 

In the operation and performance of the method for 
determining the sun angle relative to horizon by the 
present invention, the operator begins by determining 
the Solar Time relative to Greenwich Mean Time and 
t6 longitude. This is accomplished by setting the arrow 
36 of the transparent disc 12 to the then existing 
Greenwich Mean Time value on the indicia set 30. 
From the longitude value on the indicia set 31 for the 
instant position of the observer, a Solar Time value is 
obtained from the indicia set 35. The determined Solar 

arranged as lines of latitude for representation of 
sun angle, 

said first and third sets of parallel line indicia being 
proportioned in degrees of latitude and being capa- 
ble of a matching overlay in one position of said 
transparent plate member relative to said base 
member; 

a perpendicular sun elevation line inscribed on said 
transparent plate extending radially of said central 
axis and perpendicular to the parallel lines of said 
third set of indicia in a position which would bisect 
said third set of indicia, and a fourth set of date 
scale indicia arcuately disposed to either side of the 
equator line of said first set of latitudes indicia, said 
fourth set of indicia being scaled relative to said 
central axis to represent solar declination for the 
days of the year; and 

whereby said transparent plate may be oriented with 
the radial sun elevation line coincident with an 
indicium representing said given date in the date 
scale indicia to compensate for solar declination 
and thereby indicate the sun angle for said geo- 
graphical location as indicated by the locationrela- 
tive to said sun angle indicia of the intersection 
point of the elliptical curve line corresponding to 
solar time at the geographical location with the line 
representing latitude of said geographical location. 

2. The apparatus as defined in claim 1 and further 

a fifth set of radial indicia on said base member, said 
fifth set of indicia being circularlv disDosed at a 
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including on the other side of said base member: 
65 

Time value is adjusted according to the values of chart 
37. Next, the adjusted Solar Time value is correlated 

first diametrical distancefrom said ;entia1 axis and 
displaying angular degrees from 0" to 180" in an . 
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obverse relationship to repres 
and east of the Greenwich'meridia 

a sixth set of indicia on said base member, said sixth 
set of indicia being circularly disposed at a second 
diametrical distance from said central axis and in a 5 
clock face arrangement to display time for twenty- 
four hours with the 24-hour indicium in co-radial 
alignment with the 0" longitude indicium of said 
fifth set whereby said sixth set of indicia are repre- 
sentative of Greenwich meridian time; and 

a second transparent plate mounted on said base 
member for rotation about said central axis, said 
second transparent plate having a seventh set of 
radial indicia circularly disposed at a third diamet- 
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twelve o'clock noon 
ent plate may be oriented with the twelve o'clock 
indicia marking in co-radial alignment with the 
indicium of said sixth set which represents Green- 
wich meridian time for said geograph 
to thereby obtain an indication of loc 
as provided by the co-radial alignment 
tude indicium for said location with the solar time 
indicium indicating local solar time for derivation 
of the sun angle for the geographical location. * * * * *  
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